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Cementone’s Plasterer’s Stablising Primer 
provides a mechanical key for plaster

R

A KEY DIFFERENCE

interior refurbishment

C ementone’s Plasterer’s
Stabilising Primer is an
odd choice of name

because it undersells the
product. Yes, it stabilises some
surfaces but so does PVA or
SBR. What this product does
is to provide a mechanical key
for plaster. 

This product is designed to
apply over difficult surfaces
that need a skim coat of plaster
and that includes painted
surfaces, especially gloss as
well as Artex.  You can of
course also use PVA for this
job but a lot of people don’t
really know how to apply or
plaster onto PVA properly
(tacky or dry?) and for that

reason it can be hit and miss. 
This product was invented by
a plasterer who came up with
the idea of using recycled
plastic granules in a solution
of PVA to produce a key. He
could, of course, have just
thrown grit at a coating of
PVA but if you have ever tried
this you will know that the
grit then picks up in the skim
coat and from that point on it
is game over.  The granules in
the stabiliser are completely
covered and mixed so when
the coating dries there is no
chance of them being dragged
out into the top coat. 

I tried the primer out on
some aircrete blocks, some

waterproof plasterboard that
normally can’t be plastered
and a previously plastered
wall that just needed
skimming. It is best applied by
brush and just lightly pricked
up. For that reason it is not
good to apply it too thinly but
neither do you need to daub it
on with a trowel. 

When it is dry the Multi
Finish goes on in the normal
way but keep in mind that the
non-absorbent surface means
the plaster takes longer to go
off.  In many respects this is a
good thing. If, for example,
you are plastering a large
ceiling on your own and you
need to hold it back a bit then

this will do the job. It can be
used to reduce suction on
blockwork and sand and
cement but it is only designed
for interior use. It would even
be possible to coat ceramic
tiles with this product and
skim them with finish plaster
if you didn’t want to hack
them all off.  I am not saying
you would ever need to do
that but it shows just what it
is capable of.  
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